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In 2005 Peter Collins and Mike Reed retired from their tutorial fellowships at St Edmund Hall, locally known as ‘Teddy’
Hall, Oxford, Peter being elected to a Senior Research Fellowship and Mike to an Emeritus Fellowship. We saw this event
as appropriate excuse to organize a conference in their honour, celebrating the immense contribution that they have both
made to General Topology (or Analytic Topology, as Peter prefers) both in the UK and around the world.
Peter still heads the Analytic Topology Research Group at Oxford. Having served for 20 years as Wine Cellarer at Teddy
Hall, he is now Chairman of the Wine Committee of the Athenæum Club in London. He also serves on the council of Europa
Nostra, the foremost pan-European NGO for cultural heritage.
Mike is currently Director of the United Nations University International Institute for Software Technology in Macao,
whose mission is to help developing countries strengthen their education and research in computer science and their ability
to produce computer software.
The conference was duly held in August 2006 at Teddy Hall and the Mathematical Institute, with generous support from
both the London Mathematical Society and the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council of the United Kingdom.
Some 90 delegates attended the conference from around the world and in all there were 66 talks on a wide variety of topics
covering General Topology, Set-theory, Continuum Theory, Dynamical Systems, Computer Science and Philosophy.
This special edition of Topology and its Applications is associated with the conference and also includes contributions
by friends and colleagues who were unfortunately unable to attend. It is our pleasure to acknowledge the support of the
journal and, in particular, of Editor-in-Chief, Jerry Vaughan, for his advice and support.
For 20 years, Peter and Mike presided over one of the most exciting and productive research groups of the Mathematical
Institute in Oxford.
Oﬃcially, Mike was a fellow in Computer Science at the Oxford University Computing Laboratory, where he taught.
However, he continued to be active in Set-theoretic Topology as well and played a full role in the group, running what we
later realized was a Moore-style theorem sequence, setting research problems and supervising students. Although on paper,
we were students either of Peter or of Mike, for many of us, both played an equally important role in our graduate studies
and our subsequent careers.
The regular Monday afternoon seminar, founded and run by Peter, attracted a succession of visitors from around the
world. Invariably, it seems, seminars started with Mike arriving two minutes late, ended with Peter asking a question
and resulted in discussions continuing in the pub. These discussions were often serious and played a key part in our
mathematical education, particularly in teaching us how to spot good new avenues of research. It was the seminar’s great
idiosyncracy to not applaud at the end of a talk and for those perplexed speakers who are maybe wondering, we would like
to assure you that the silence at the end of your presentation was not in anyway a comment on its quality.
As supervisors, Peter and Mike have been extremely successful; of the 27 students that they supervised who had gradu-
ated with a D.Phil. by 2006, 16 have had at least one postdoctoral post and 11 have faculty positions. However, perhaps most
signiﬁcantly, Peter and Mike instilled into the Analytic Topology Research Group a real sense of the community of topolo-
gists around the world. The parties and dinners in the Old Library of St Edmund Hall, the (sometimes unrepeatable) stories
of topologists throughout the 20th century and the generous inclusivity at conferences all helped to shape our mathematical
thinking and introduced us to colleagues who we are happy to also call friends.
Graduate students of Peter and Mike
The list below includes all students who were awarded their doctorates under either Peter or Mike before August 2006.
Although each graduate student had an oﬃcially appointed supervisor, supervision was often shared between Peter and
Mike (and, indeed, other, more senior, members of the group). We have, therefore, not speciﬁed a supervisor, except to0166-8641/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Computer Science under Mike. Permanent academic positions are indicated in parenthesis and those who held temporary
academic positions are indicated by ∗.
We believe the list to be correct and exhaustive. We apologize for, and would like to hear about, any errors or omissions.
1974 Roy Dyckhoff (St Andrews)
1980 Dharmanand Baboolal (KwaZulu-Natal)
1981 David Hartley
1985 Michael Potter (Cambridge)
1988 James McGrath
1989 Miriam Brod
1989 Robin Knight (Oxford)
1989 Philip Moody∗
1989 Steven Schneider† (Surrey)
1990 David McIntyre (Auckland, until 2005)
1991 Ian Tree∗
1992 Chris Good (Birmingham)
1992 Dave Jackson†









2001 Joel Ouaknine† (Oxford)
2001 Joseph Lo
2002 Aneirin Glyn
2002 Brian Raines (Baylor)
2006 Rolf Suabedissen∗
The conference
Below is a list of conference delegates and the talks presented. Abstracts may be viewed at www.atlas-conferences.com/
cgi-bin/abstract/casx-01.
– Samson Abramsky (Oxford), Temperley-Lieb algebras: from Knot theory to logic and computation via quantum mechanics
– Gerardo Acosta (UNAM), with Lex G. Oversteegen and Peyman Eslami, On Open Maps Between Dendrites
– Mohammad Reza Ahmadi Zand (Yazd), On minimal ideals of some over rings of C(X)
– Sergey A. Antonyan (UNAM), Equivariant ANR’s and H-ﬁxed point sets
– Paul Bankston (Marquette), Unicoherency properties and inverse limits
– Lawrence Michael Brown (Hacettepe), with Filiz Yıldız, Real Compactness in Ditopological Texture Spaces
– Henk Bruin (Surrey), Subcontinua of Fibonacci-like Inverse Limit Spaces
– Alex Clark (UNT), with Robbert Fokkink, Rigidity of Aﬃne Maps
–Peter Collins (Oxford), Chains
– Clinton Curry (UAB), with John C. Mayer, E.D. Tymchatyn, Indecomposability in Inﬁnitely Connected Planar Continua by Way of
Their Complementary Domains
– Udayan Darji (Louisville), with J.D. Mitchell, Application of Baire category theorem to group theory
– Murat Diker (Hacettepe), Texture Spaces and Hutton Algebras
– Szymon Dolecki (Burgundy), Compactness and convergence
– Roy Dyckhoff (St Andrews), Depth-bounded sequent calculi for some non-classical propositional logics
– Paul Gartside (Pittsburgh), with Bojana Pejic, The Circular Squares are Wild
– David Gauld (Auckland), with Jiling Cao, Sina Greenwood, and Abdul Mohamad, Games and metrisability of manifolds
– Dimitrios Georgiou (Patras), with Stavros Iliadis, On the greatest splitting topology on function spaces
– Michael Goldsmith (Oxford), Taking quotients in CSP
– Elise M. Grabner (Slippery Rock), with Gary Grabner, Kazumi Miyazaki and Jamal Tartir, Relative Developable in a Space X
(part 2)
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– K. P. Hart (TU Delft), A connected F -space
– Richard Haydon (Oxford), Topological properties and renormings of Banach spaces
– Lylah Haynes (Birmingham), with Chris Good, Monotonizations of delta-normality
– Bob Heath (Pittsburgh), with Tom Poerio, Topological groups and semi-groups on the reals with the density topology
– Melvin Henriksen (Harvey Mudd College), Sets that can be removed from connected product spaces while preserving connected-
ness
– Fernando Hernández-Hernández (Michoacana de San Nicolás de Hidalgo), with Michael Hrusak, Between normality and
property (a) in Mrówka–Isbell spaces
– Richard Hodel (Duke), A theory of convergence with applications to cardinal functions
– Michael Hrusak (UNAM), Topology of Mrówka–Isbell spaces
– Stavros Iliadis (Patras), Universal sets parametrised by regular zero-dimensional spaces
– Alejandro Illanes (UNAM), (1/2)-homogeneity in hyperspaces
– Heikki J. K. Junnila (Helsinki), Utterly normal spaces
– James Keesling (Florida), Self-similar tiles
– Judy Kennedy (Delaware), with Brian Raines and David Stockman, The application of inverse limits to models from economics
– Robin Knight (Oxford), Small categories of zero-dimensional spaces
– Jimmie Lawson (Louisiana State), Domain Representations of Spaces
– Ranko Lazic (Warwick), with Stephane Demri, David Nowak, Linear temporal logic with the freeze quantiﬁer
– Arkady Leiderman (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev), On uniform Eberlein compact spaces
– Sergio Macias (UNAM), with Sam B. Nadler, Jr., On Absolute Hyperspace Suspensions of Continua
– Steve Matthews (Warwick), On the ontology of topology
– John C. Mayer (UAB), with Douglas K. Childers, Clinton P. Curry, James T. Rogers, Jr., H. Murat Tuncali, and E.D. Tymchatyn,
Recognizing indecomposable plane continua from their complement
– Aisling McCluskey (NUI, Galway), with Robin Knight, Representing posets in P (R)
– Ernest Michael (Washington), with Isaac Namioka, A Note on Convex Gδ-Subsets of Banach Spaces
– Jan van Mill (Vrije Universiteit), with Tadek Dobrowolski, Selections and near-selections in metric linear spaces without local
convexity
– Michael Mislove (Tulane), Variations on an Interval Domain Theme
– Abdul Mohamad (Sultan Qaboos), Probabilistic Quasi-Metric Spaces
– Joel Ouaknine (Oxford), with Steve Schneider, Timed CSP: Past, Present, Future
– Lex Oversteegen (UAB), with A. Blokh, Topological aspects of complex dynamics
– Michael Potter (Cambridge), Philosophy of Proof
– Hilary Priestley (Oxford), Topology meets algebra: A fresh look at compact 0-dimensional topological lattices
– Isabel Puga (UNAM), with Miriam Torres, Ultrasmoothness in dendroids
– Brian Raines (Baylor), with Sonja Štimac, Properties of homeomorphisms between unimodal inverse limit spaces
– Mike Reed (UNU–IIST), Topology, Computer Science and the IIST
– Ivan Reilly (Auckland), Covering properties and strong quasi-metric spaces
– Bill Roscoe (Oxford), An urgent future for Timed CSP
– Mehrnoosh Sadrzadeh (Southampton and Oxford), with A. Baltag, B. Coecke, C. Cirstea, Dynamic–Epistemic Algebra via
Temporal Coalgebra
– Jeff Sanders (Oxford and UNU–IIST), Behaviour from discrete approximations
– Juris Steprans (York and Fields Institute), The Calkin algebra without the continuum hypothesis
– Sonja Stimac (Zagreb), with Brian Raines, Structure of inverse limit spaces of tent maps with a countable collection of folding
points
– Dona Strauss (Hull and Leeds), with Neil Hindman, Density in semigroups
– Rolf Suabedissen (Oxford), Restricting and constructing compact R-actions
– Frank Tall (Toronto), Having your cake and eating it too: Topological applications of models of form PFA(S)[S]
– Murat Tuncali (Nipissing), with D. Daniel, J. Nikiel, L.B. Treybig and E.D. Tymchatyn, Concerning Local Connectivity in Suslinian
Continua
– Jerry E. Vaughan (UNC Greensboro), The Scarborough–Stone Problem
– Steve Vickers (Birmingham), A localic intermediate value theorem
– Scott W. Williams (Buffalo, SUNY), The topology of metric spaces, quotients
– Richard G. Wilson (Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana), with O.T. Alas, On complete accumulation points of discrete sub-
spaces
Delegates who did not speak: Dean Arbuthnot (QUB); Jack Brown (Auburn); Jane Brown (Auburn); Mary Brown (IBM,
Austin); Stephen Budden (Auckland); Bruce Burdick (Roger Williams); Paul Cairns (UCL $ York) Chris Calder (QUB); Ben
Chad (Oxford); Steven Fisher (Markel International); Chris George (UNU–IIST); Aneirin Glyn; Chris Good (Birmingham); Sina
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(QUB); Jacek Nikiel (American University of Beirut); Will Pack (Goldman Sachs); Jose Sanjurjo (Complutense); Ian Stares
(JP Morgan); Stephen Watson (York).
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